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OvS De Facto Virtual Switch for NFV Environments

Monolithic Purpose-built Boxes

- Network appliances use purpose-built H/W & ASICs (e.g., TCAM) for flow classification
- Cost & power consumption are limiting factors to support large number of flows

Networking VMs on Standard Servers

- General purpose processors with Cache/memory hierarchy can support much larger flow tables.
- Multicores architecture provide a scalable competitive flow classification performance.
1. Set of disjoint sub-table with no priority
2. Rule is only inserted into one sub-table (lookup terminates after first match)
3. Lookup is done by sequentially search each sub-table until a match is found

OvS Flow Classification is a bottleneck

Fig. Vtunes OVS flow lookup process (bypass EMC). Test case: 20 sub-tables, each has 100 rules.
Membership Test Usage (example)
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Check if Flow Belongs to Blacklisted Set

Memberships Library
is a DPDK Library to Provide Users the Functionality to Create Different Types of Set-Summaries
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A Summary Instead Of Storing Original List
Overview of DPDK Membership Library in V17.11

**Set Summary**
- Is X in set?
  - No
  - Very probable yes

**Huge Set**
- [Millions of Entries]
- 1- Too Much Storage
- 2- Slow Lookup

**Get X**

**Summary of items in Probabilistic data structure**
- Handle membership test questions
- Much smaller storage
- Much faster than huge set lookup
- **[Multi-Set]**: Returns X is not found or which set it belongs to (with high probability)
Two Level Lookup for MFC

- Membership library used to create a 1st level set-summary indirection
- Flow Keys are looked up in set-summaries:
  - Hits: directs to the correct sub-table for searching (correct 97%)
  - Misses: “New” flow default sequential search & upcall if needed
Dynamic Operation & Sub-Table Ranking

- **Sub-table Ranking:**
  - Based on number of hits per sub-table → optimize the order of sequential search.

- **First level is switched ON/OFF**
  - If average number of sub-tables (without first level) traversed is small → turn off
Implementation Overview

Legend

- New ML Code
- OVS Code

Diagram:

1. Packets
2. Emc lookup
3. Pkt miss emc
4. Rte_member_lookup
5. Hit
6. Tuple lookup
7. Hit
8. Return rules
9. Miss
10. Sequential search of tuples (upcall possible)
11. Miss
12. Rte_member_add()
Performance Gain

2X-3X Throughput Improvement for OvS using DPDK Membership Library
Conclusion

• MegaFlow Lookup has scalability bottleneck, especially with uniform distribution traffic patterns.

• The membership structure optimizes flow lookup in OvS and avoids the sequential search of the sub-tables.

• Using DPDK Membership Library, first level of indirection is created to direct flow to the correct sub-table.

• Dynamic turning on/off to avoid overhead of first level when not needed.

• DPDK V17.11 released with Membership Library … Patch to be submitted to the mailing list, please review and test in your workload.
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